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Docker Volumes
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DOCKER DATA

Persistent vs Non-persistent data
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DOCKER VOLUMES

Attaching docker volumes with containers



Docker
Volumes

Two main categories of data.
Persistent & non persistent.

DOCKER DATA

Every docker container has its own
non-persistent storage, which is
created while creating container.

CONTAINER OWN STORAGE

Used to store persistent data. They are
not attached with the lifecycle of
container.

DOCKER VOLUMES



There are two main categories of data. Persistent and non-persistent.
 
Persistent is the stuff you need to keep. Things like; customer records, financials, bookings,
audit logs, and even some types of application log data. Non-persistent is the stuff you don’t
need to keep.
 
Both are important, and Docker has options for both.
 
Every Docker container gets its own non-persistent storage. It’s automatically created,
alongside the container, and it’s tied to the lifecycle of the container. That means deleting
the container will delete this storage and any data on it.

Docker volumes: deep dive



If you want your container’s data to stick around (persist), you need to put it on a volume.
Volumes are decoupled from containers, meaning you create and manage them separately,
and they’re not tied to the lifecycle of any container. You can delete a container with a
volume, and the volume will not be deleted.
 
Containers are great at stateless and non-persistent stuff.
 
Every container automatically gets a bunch of local storage. By default, this is where all of
the container’s files and filesystem go. Its also known as; local storage, graphdriver storage,
and snapshotter storage. It’s an integral part of the container, and is tied to the container’s
lifecycle. It gets created when the container gets created, and it gets deleted when the
container gets deleted.
 
On Linux systems, it exists somewhere under /var/lib/docker/<storage-driver>/ as part of the
container.



By default, all storage within a container uses this local storage. So every directory in a
container uses this storage by default.



Create a container, go inside it and create a "hello.txt" file inside /tmp/



Recommended way to persist data in containers is with volumes.
 
You create a volume, then you create a container, & you mount the volume into it. The
volume gets mounted to a directory in the container’s filesystem, and anything written to
that directory is written to the volume. If you then delete the container, the volume and its
data will still exist.
 
Docker volume mounted into a container at /code . Any data written to the /code directory
will be stored on the volume and will exist after the container is deleted.

Persistent data



/code directory is a Docker volume. All other directories use the containers ephemeral local
storage. The arrow from the volume to the /code directory is a dashed line to represent the
decoupled relationship between volumes and containers.



Lets create a new volume called myvol.
 
# docker volume create myvol
 
By default, Docker creates new volumes with the built-in local driver. As the name suggests,
local volumes are only available to containers on the node they’re created on. Use the -d flag
to specify a different driver.

Creating & managing docker volumes



We can get more information about volume with docker volume inspect command.

The driver and scope are both local . This means the volume was created with the default
local driver, and is only available to containers on this Docker host.



docker volume prune
docker volume rm

There are two ways to delete a Docker volume:
 

 
docker volume prune will delete all volumes that are not mounted into a container or
service replica, so use with caution! 
 
docker volume rm lets you specify exactly which volumes you want to delete. 
 
Neither command will delete a volume that is in use by a container or service replica.



Now create a new standalone container and mount a volume called myvol.



Let’s exec onto the container and write some data to it.



Let’s exec onto the container and write some data to it.



Type exit to return to the shell of your Docker host, and then delete the container with the
following command.



Because the volume still exists, you can look at its mount point on the host to check if the
data we wrote is still there.



It’s even possible to mount the myvol volume into a new service or container.



WHAT WE LEARNED

Two main types of data: persistent and non-persistent data. 
However, if your containers create data that you need to keep, you should store the
data in a Docker volume.
Docker volumes are managed independently of containers with their own docker
volume sub-command. This means that deleting a container will not delete the
volumes it was using. 
Volumes are the recommended way to work with persistent data in a Docker
environment.


